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Springtime...Ahhh..
Warmer weather is just around the corner.
Back to the smell of fresh cut grass and
blossoms popping up on the trees. As for me,
I could live in a perpetual spring time, with
the fresh humid air, and the days getting
longer. It brings a smile to my face. Now is a
great time to get a jump start on a great
looking yard. There's a lot that goes into
having a outdoor home sanctuary so let us
help you cross a few things off of your list.

Aeration
Aeration is probably one of the most
productive
things you can
do to aid in a
healthy lawn. It
helps break up
compaction,
provides better
air flow, and
gives a direct route for any applied nutrition
to get straight to the roots.

Pre-emergent
Lawn weeds can be unsightly and some are
even painful on bare feet. Grassy weeds in a
lawn are the absolute
worst. They are hard to
kill once established and
can leave bare patches
when dug out or removed
with a product
application. Preemergents will help
prevent crab-grass as
well as other types of
weeds.
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Sp..Sp..Spider!!!
Spring also means time for the migratory flight of
spiders. Yes, I said spiders. Last fall millions of
expectant mothers were busy building egg sacs and
providing a safe place for their many children to
come forth in the spring and set them loose on the
world. Some species of the cute little creatures
actually spread
by a process
called
ballooning. This
means that they
build small
parachutes to
catch the wind
and sail through
the sky to find
new living quarters. Our Perimeter Pest Plus
application can help keep these unwanted pests out
of your home.

Nutrition
It was a fantastic winter for moisture. But your lawn is
in desperate need of some food. Soil temperatures
are rising and the
root systems will
be in search of
many nutrients
including nitrogen,
phosphorus and
iron. We have our
custom spring
blend ready to
help wake up your
lawn and give it
the head start that
will get it prepared to withstand the summer heat that
is right around the corner.
We appreciate the opportunity you have given us to
service your lawn. It is a task that we take very
serious, in a hope that we will be able to continue this
relationship for years to come.
Thank you, so very much!
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